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Although Windows Phone 7 phones are rather letdowns in making their space in the orb of looked-
for Smartphones, they are still of great use for some of the mobile users. The appreciating feature of
this device is nothing but its tile designed facet. The phone comprises a tile based design on its
interface which enables users to operate the device without putting much effort in it. Tiles present on
the home-screen of the gadgets allows users to set updates such as news, price of stock or
temperature outside according to prerequisite and needs by the consumers and new updates
regarding the same appears constantly and saves time.

Another accepting attribute of Windows Phones is its hardware. Despite of best software part
present in these phones, hardware plays quite essential role in enhancing the gadget and so there
are few first-rate handsets under Windows Phones including HTC. Though HTC could manage to
grab the topmost ranking in Windows Phones rivalry, this secondly placed Titan II is comprised with
AT&T presenting LTE Networks. Titan II is featured with one of the best LCD touchscreen, of 4.7-
inch dimension, available in the market in present date. This feature grants crystal clear images and
videos plus web surfing.

The applications in the gadget run smoothly with aid of 1.5GHz Snapdragon processor. Moreover,
HTC Titan II poses rear camera of 16-megapixels and that the forward camera of 1.3-megapixels.
Where the former camera can be utilized wonderfully in clicking pictures and shooting video up to
720p HD (high definition), the latter camera can be used for video chatting as well as clicking
pictures of own.

Followed by Titan II is the other version of same brand, HTC Arrive. To lessen the exertion in typing
a message or e-mails, QWERTY keypad has been added to Arrive with slide-out option. This
enables users to use Facebook and other social sites easily and updating the status or other actions
carried on these channels are made quite stress-free. What is more? This edition of HTC professes
3.6-inch slanting screen which facilitates visibility from all angles.

Other handsets which falls under Windows Phones category are Nokia Lumia 	900 holding the first
number and Samsung Focus S on fourth number

Check out the top seller with best offers : htc sensation xe@ www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk
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Harry Smith - About Author:
Harry Smith is expert telecom adviser and he writes articles on mobile. Get the right information for
mobile technology and we provides the best deals offers with a HTC sensation xe pay monthly and
a HTC sensation xe deals
Get the more info please visit - http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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